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The influence of Madden Julian Oscillation (MJO) on the dynam-

ics of extreme rainfall events during austral Spring in Uruguay is

investigated. The research is focused on the southern region of

the country, which includes 15 weather stations. Extreme events

are defined as days in which accumulated rainfall exceeds the 90

percentile of rainy days, and MJO is clasified according to the

Real-time Multivariate MJO series 1 (RMM1) and 2 (RMM2)

indices. Given that the extratropical teleconnections associated

to MJO take at least one week to set up, we explore the influence

of MJO up to 11 days prior to extreme events. A nonlinear time

series analysis is performed (using symbolic patterns known as

ordinal patterns) in order to consider the effects of the persistence

of particular phases of MJO on the dynamic of extreme rainfall

events. We find that MJO has the highest influence on extreme

rainfall events in the region when it shows a persistence in phases

4 and 5 for more than five days, which intensifies the polar jet, in-

fluencing the trajectories of the transient waves that propagate in

high latitudes, favouring geopotential disturbances over Uruguay.

In other cases, the atmospheric pattern that leads to extreme rain-

fall events is characterized by a blocking episode that prevents

transient activity from high latitudes to reach Uruguay, and the

disturbances associated to the extreme events propagate along

the subtropics.

Keywords — extreme rainfall, Madden-Julian, Uruguay,

Spring
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Uruguay is a country located in southeastern South America (SESA), between latitudes 30◦S and 35◦S. As this area is a transition

between the tropics and the extratropics, the climate is affected by both tropical and extratropical systems. In fact, rainfall may be

associated to cold and warm fronts (Cavalcanti, 2016; Catto et al., 2012; Ungerovich and Barreiro, 2019) and also to deep moist

convective activity (Liu et al., 2010; Nicora, 2014). In consequence, there are no dry and wet seasons. On the contrary, rainfall is

distributed throughout the whole year, with an average annual accumulation of 1300 mm. In particular, the mean accumulation in

Spring is 370 mm in northern Uruguay and 290 mm in the south, with some years when more than 65% of seasonal rainfall in

the latter region occurred during extreme events (Fig. 1).

Extreme rainfall events can cause damage in the social, economic and health spheres. This is particularly important in the

southern region of Uruguay, where more than 70% of the population live. In addition, Uruguay is the seventh milk exporter

worldwide and milking yards are located in the southern region (INALE, cited 2019). This industry is very sensitive to weather

conditions, and extreme rainfall events are one of its most damaging natural hazards (Baethgen, cited 2010). Also, Laguna

del Sauce, which is the second drinking water source of the country, is located in southern Uruguay and the quality of its

water decreases after extreme rainfall events (Crisci et al., 2017). However, as northern Uruguay is more correlated with El

Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) than the southern region (Barreiro, 2017), most investigations on Uruguay’s climate focus in

the north of the country.

SESA is strongly affected by remotely forced climate teleconnections. There are several studies about the effects of ENSO

on rainfall in the region. For example, Barreiro (2010) reported that in Spring, about 50% of rainfall variability in SESA is

explained by ENSO. Also, Martín-Gómez and Barreiro (2016) found ENSO and the Indian Ocean Dipole influence rainfall in

SESA during Spring through the interaction of a Rossby wave train induced by the Indian Ocean and another one forced by

the tropical Pacific. There are fewer studies that relate rainfall anomalies in SESA with intraseasonal oscillations such as the

Madden-Julian Oscillation (Madden and Julian, 1994). For instance Donald et al. (2006) studied the influence of the different

phases of MJO on daily rainfall. Considering phases 4 and 5 of MJO as those where the center of convection is in the Maritime

Continent, they found that during the whole year, phase 4 is related to enhanced precipitation in southern Uruguay, while phase

5 also favours precipitation from May to October. In addition, Curtis (2017) studied the relation between MJO’s phases and

intensities during a whole season and rainfall during the following trimesters and found that rainfall in Spring in Uruguay seems

to be higher when during the previous austral winter MJO was mostly active in phase 7 (center of convection in western Pacific).

There has been a strong focus on understanding the characteristics and predictability of extreme rainfall events (Robledo

and Penalba, 2008; Alexander et al., 2006; Haylock et al., 2006; Penalba and Robledo, 2010; Ungerovich and Barreiro, 2019).

Concerning the predictability, many publications have studied the relationship between low frequency modes in the coupled

ocean-atmosphere system and the occurrence of rainfall extremes. On interannual time scales, Grimm and Tedeschi (2009) found

correlations between the number of extreme rainfall events in South America and ENSO. Their results show that in Uruguay, an

increase in the number of extreme rainfall events is noticeable in El Niño years in northern Uruguay during most of the warm

semester, and to a less extent in the southern region. It is worth noting that in that paper, no relationship between the number

of extreme rainfall events in southern Uruguay and ENSO during September was found. However according to their results,

in November, the accumulated precipitation during extreme events in southern Uruguay seems to be lower in El Niño and La

Niña years than in neutral ones. Also Tedeschi et al. (2015) demonstrated that during La Niña years, there is a statistically

significant tendency for the frecuency of extreme rainfall events in Spring in Uruguay to decrease, mainly during Central Pacific

La Niña events. During the same period, no tendency for extreme rainfall events in Uruguay was found for El Niño years.
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On intraseasonal time scales, although there are some investigations about the effects of MJO and extreme rainfall events (for

example Carvalho et al., 2004; Jones et al., 2004), only a few focus on South America. For instance, Alvarez et al. (2016)

confirms that MJO influences climate in South America during all seasons through extratropical Rossby wave trains that favour

cyclonic and anticyclonic circulation anomalies over the region. They study the variability of precipitation and temperature

explained by MJO in South America, comparing the results obtained with two different MJO indices: RMM index (Wheeler and

Hendon, 2004) and OMI index (Kiladis et al., 2014). When considering the different indices, individual events vary in phase and

amplitude, but statistical results with both of them are similar. Their results show that, during Spring, phase 5 of RMM favours

weekly rainfall amounts of the upper tercile in northern Uruguay, while phase 4 of the OMI index is associated with the upper

tercile over all Uruguay.

The majority of the investigations of rainfall in South America focus on summer, which is the rainy season in a large area

of the continent, and there is a lack of research on other seasons. Taking this into account, along with the scarse number of

investigations in southern Uruguay, the goal of this study is to investigate the influence of MJO on extreme rainfall events during

austral Spring in southern Uruguay. Considering that some of the influence of the MJO depends on a certain evolution of this

phenomenom over a period, instead of on individual phases, and that there may be a time lag between the MJO signal and its

impact (Zhang, 2013), we consider the potential effect of MJO on southern Uruguay’s rainfall for up to 11 days before the event.

To the knowledge of the authors there is no literature which investigates the non simultaneous effects of MJO on extreme rainfall

events. Then, the analysis of the evolution of MJO‘s phases prior to those events is an innovative point of view.

Section 2 describes the data used. In section 3 the methodology is explained. In section 4, the results are shown and

described. Section 5 is a discussion of the results and a summary of the main conclusions.

2 | DATA

We used observational and reanalysis data. The reanalysis data are geopotential at 200 and 1000 hPa and winds at 200 and 850

hPa, taken from reanalysis NCEP/DOE (Kanamitsu, 2000) with a horizontal resolution of 2.5ºx2.5º in September-November

during the period 1980-2013.

We also used the all-season real-time multivariate MJO index (RMM) (Wheeler and Hendon, 2004) taken from the Australian

Bureau of Meteorology (of Meteorology, cited 2019). It is divided into eight phases, representing the centers of convection of

MJO: phases 1 and 8 for the western hemisphere and Africa, 2–3 for the Indian Ocean, 4–5 for the Maritime Continent, and 6–7

for the western Pacific. The intensity of the convection center is characterized by the module of the vector (RMM1,RMM2).

When that value is less than 1, the MJO is considered quiescent.

The observational data consists of daily accumulated rainfall registered in 15 gauge stations distributed in southern Uruguay

during September-November (SON) 1980-2013. It was facilitated by the National Weather Service (INUMET, cited 2017)

and the National Institute of Agricultural Investigation (INIA, cited 2017). The region is a physically coherent area, defined

in Ungerovich and Barreiro (2019). It was delimited, considering 47 pluviometric stations available along the country. These

stations were subjected to various clustering analysis to reduce the high-dimensionality of the dataset (i.e., from 47 to 4).

Firstly, k-means and the hierarchical technique with euclidean distance was applied to the daily rainfall database. Then,

the same techniques were applied to two new databases, that were constructed by performing 7 and 15 day running average to

the original database. Thirdly, the hierarchical technique with binary distance was applied to the original database. Finally, the

k-means technique was applied to a database constructed with the terciles of the daily rainfall. In each case, the points were

grouped into 2, 3, 4 and 5 clusters. Comparing the different clusters, the most consistent results is a 4 clusters distribution that

resulted from the k-means technique with the original database and the euclidean distance.

The southern region is composed of 15 points, marked with asterisks in figure 2. The observational data from those 15
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stations was subjected to a quality control process following Farrall (2016). It is considered that close meteorological stations

should register similar data, because they are affected by the same weather conditions. The methodology consists of two main

steps. The first one analyzes the leading principal component of close points. This is a tridimensional subspace, because it has

spatial and temporal dimensions. Secondly, the Mahalanobis distance (Mahalanobis, 1936) from each day of those stations to the

leading component is calculated. Contrary to the euclidean distance, Mahalanobis distance takes into account the variability

of each variable. Then, a difference in a variable with a small variability will modify the Mahalanobis distance more than the

same diference in a variable with more variability. In this case, the variability of different rainfall intensities is considered:

different rainfall accumulations have different variabilities. A difference between a rainfall observation and its expected value

(considering the lead principal component) in a range of accumulated values that behaves with a big variability will add less to the

Mahalanobis distance than the same difference in a range of accumulated values with small variability. Considering this distance

and the variability of each period, the methodology assigns an "outlier possibility value" to each day of each station. Then, we

compared the 1 % of the most probable outlier days (same threshold as in Farrall, 2016) with The Tropical Rainfall Measuring

Mission (TRMM) (Huffman et al., 2007), CMORPH (Joyce et al., 2004) and Gauge images (Huffman et al., 1997; Adler et al.,

2003) obtained from the International Research Institute for Climate and Society (IRI) data library to decide whether to consider

these observations as incorrect values or confidently use them. We concluded that 20 days had at least one mistaken observation

among stations and decided not to include them in the analysis. Taking into account the mistaken and the missing data, 3074

days are usable, containing 42557 good rainfall values. Using this quality-controlled database, we selected the extreme events in

southern Uruguay. The extreme event definition is, as in Ungerovich and Barreiro (2019), a day when at least half of the points in

the region of interest register precipitation and the accumulated value exceeds the 90 percentile (corresponding to 32 mm). We

found 65 extreme events.

3 | METHODOLOGY

Firstly, we analyze the MJO phase during each extreme event and the 11 previous days. In particular, we are interested in

the statistical significance of the occurrence of MJO phases in that period. Then, we counted, for all extreme events and their

previous days, how many times each MJO phase occurred. Next, the relative frequency, considering the percentage of occurrence

of each phase and the amount of extreme events (65), was calculated. In order to study the statistical significance, 500 random

groups of 65 days were taken from the complete data base. We considered the occurrence of each phase in every group of 65

days. The 90 percentile of the distribution of occurrence of each phase was chosen as a threshold. As the phases are almost

equally distributed, the thresholds of the different phases are similar.

Secondly, MJO phases were combined into words using a symbolic method of time series analysis similar to ordinal pattern

analysis (Bandt and Pompe, 2002; Amigó, 2010). We created three letters words. Letter A corresponds to phases 7 and 8, letter

B to phases 4 and 5 and letter C to phases 1, 2, 3, 6 and to quiescent MJO. Each extreme event is associated with two words. The

first letter of the first word of an event corresponds to the phase of MJO during day 0 (the day of the extreme event), the second

letter of the first word corresponds to the phase of MJO during day -5 and the third letter corresponds to the phase of MJO during

day -10. The second word is similar, but with days -1, -6 and -11. For example, in the extreme event on September 26 1983

(Fig. 3), day 0 corresponds to September 26 that is on phase 5 of MJO (letter B), day -5 is September 21st which is phase 4

(letter B) and day -10 is September 16 corresponding to phase 3 (letter C). Then, the first word of September 26 1983 is BBC.

Analogously, the second word of September 26 1983 is associated with September 25 (phase 5, letter B), September 20 (phase 4,

letter B) and September 15 (phase 3, letter C).

We focused on those words with at least two equal consecutive letters, which implies that the phases associated with that

letter persisted for more than five days. The persistence threshold of five days was chosen because during our period of study 5
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days is the median of persistence in phases 4 and 5 (that this study shows that are related to rainy periods in southern Uruguay).

The average persistence in those phases is 5.9 and the maximum is 22 days. In fact, 46.1% of MJOs persist on phases 4 and 5 for

more than 5 days and 15.0% more than 10. Nine words meet the condition of having at least two equal consecutive letters (AAA,

AAC, CAA, BBB, BBC,CBB, CCC, CCB and CCA). In a similar way as we did before, we calculated the statistical significance

of occurrence of each word. Then, we clasified the extreme events according to the word that best fit them. When the two words

of one extreme event are AAB, the extreme corresponds to the group AAB. If the two words do not coincide, the extreme is not

associated to any word.

Thirdly, we divided the atmospheric variables into stationary and transient time scales. The stationary scale of a variable was

constructed as the average of the total field between days -4 and +4. Also, stationary anomalies were calculated by performing

the same average to the anomaly fields. On the other hand, the transient scale of a variable was calculated as the difference

between the daily scale and the stationary scale. The transient anomaly is considered as the difference between extreme event

days and non extreme event days. The anomaly fields significance was evaluated with a statistical Student Test, evaluating

the significance of the difference between extreme event and non extreme event days. Finally, we constructed composites of

atmospheric variables in stationary and transient scale of the statistically significant words, with a 90 % confidence level in a two

tails Student T-test.

4 | RESULTS

4.1 | MJO oscilation

The diagram of the relative frequency of occurrence of MJO phases on extremes and previous days shows two regions of positive

statistical significance (Fig. 4). The most evident one is a combination of phases 4 and 5 (mainly 5) between days -11 and -1.

The second one is in phases 7 and 8 during days -6 and 0. These regions suggest a MJO that remains in phases 4 and 5 and

an MJO that moves from phase 7 to 8. However, as the set of the occurrence of phases in the 65 extreme events is considered

together, there is no way to confirm from this figure if the days are consecutive.

The ordinal pattern analysis shows that only two words tend to occur more during extreme rainfall event days than during

non extreme days, with a 90% confidence level. Those words are BBB and BBC, meaning that during the extreme event days,

there is a significant persistence of phases 4 and 5, and that the occurrence of those phases during the last two days considered (0

and -5 in the first word or -1 and -6 in the second word) is more significant than during the first day of the sequence (-10 or -11).

Then, from the 9 possible words (AAA, AAC, CAA, BBB, BBC,CBB, CCC, CCB and CCA), we will focus on BBB and BBC.

The more frequent occurence of phases 4 and 5 is consistent with the most significant region of figure 4. On the other hand, the

non significance of phases 7 and 8 discredits the possibility of the other path of figure 4. This means that the significant area of

phases 7 and 8 in the diagram of figure 4 is not a path that MJO follows previous to extreme events in southern Uruguay, but the

sum of isolated days associated to extreme event days.

4.2 | Atmospheric patterns

We found that 7 extreme event days have both of their words BBB, and 9 extreme events have both of their words BBC. Then,

we analyze composites of three groups of events: BBB, BBC and a residual group (RG) that contains the 49 remaining days.

Figure 5 shows boxplots of the accumulated rainfall in each group. The higher median is found in group BBB (770 mm), while

the median of RG (642 mm) and BBC (610 mm) are similar. The mean accumulated rainfall behave in a similar way: 730 mm in

BBB, 697 mm in RG and 651 mm in BBC. Although BBB is the smallest group, its standard deviation (207 mm) is similar to the

one of RG (221 mm), while BBC is the group with less dispersion (160 mm).
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Considering the dynamics, the stationary time scale shows that the three groups have a positive 200 hPa geopotential height

anomaly east of Uruguay (Fig. 6). This anomaly results in a trough axis in the region of interest (Fig. 7), favouring divergence.

In the three cases, the anomaly is part of a wave that originates between latitudes 55ºS and 70ºS, with a straight (arched) shape

and a positive (negative) anomaly in RG (BBB and BBC). In RG, the anticylonic circulation around the positive geopotential

anomaly centered at 65ºS favours negative winds anomalies (less intense west winds) between 55 and 65ºS, weakening the Polar

Jet. On the contrary, the cyclonic circulation around the negative geopotential anomaly centered around 70ºS in BBB and BBC is

associated with more intense westward winds at 60-65ºS, favouring an intensification of the Polar Jet, specially in BBB (Fig.

7). On the other hand, in RG the configuration in 1000 hPa (Fig. 8) coincides with the main anomalies of the 200 hPa level,

suggesting a barotropic omega-type blocking episode.

The transient geopotential height anomalies at 200 hPa level (Fig. 9) shows three different patterns. Firstly, RG events are

characterized by a meridionally extended subtropical wave train. Contrary, from day -2 to day 0, BBC is characterized by a

wave train describing a curved trajectory from the Pacific that reaches Uruguay, similar to extreme rainfall events in Spring in

SESA during ENSO-neutral conditions found by Hirata and Grimm (2017). In both groups, the wave propagates eastward and

intensifies with time, maintaing its shape. Lastly, BBB extremes are characterized in day -2 only by a subtropical wave train but

in day -1 a polar wave train develops. During day 0 both wave trains combine, becoming meridionally aligned, inducing strong

meanderings in the upper level winds.

At the 1000 hPa level (Fig. 10), during day 0 the three groups show a negative geopotential anomaly centered in northern

Argentina that could be associated to frontal activity. In RG, the anomalies move eastward in the subtropical band, consistent

with upper level conditions. The spatial structures suggest persistent humidity advection caused by the high geopotential anomaly

east of Uruguay. In BBC and BBB, the negative geopotential height anomaly moves from the southwest toward SESA. In this

level, BBC composites also resemble the neutral conditions found by Hirata and Grimm (2017) that are characterized by a dipole

composed of a negative geopotential anomaly and a positive one that move northeastward, until the anticyclonic circulation is

centered over Uruguay. It is important to note that events in our BBC group occur not only during neutral ENSO, but occur

during 5 neutral, 3 cold, and 1 warm ENSO events. Fig. 11 reveals maximum positive divergence values at 200 hPa over Uruguay

during day 0 in the three groups, but also during previous days in RG and BBC. This is consistent with 200 hPa geopotential

anomalies (Fig.9), and favours intensification of cyclonic circulations in lower levels. However, negative divergence at 850 hPa is

only found in BBC during day 0 (Fig.12). This may be related with the fact that these extreme events have the most intense 200

hPa divergence and that it lasts from day -2 to day 0, providing more favourable conditions for cyclogenesis than in the other

groups.

5 | CONCLUSIONS

We have analyzed extreme rainfall events in Spring in southern Uruguay. Using a symbolic method of time series analysis, three

groups of extreme events have been identified, RG, BBB and BBC, according to the evolution of MJO’s phase during the day of

the extreme event and during the previous days. Then, a composite analysis of atmospheric variables, separating in stationary

and transient components, was performed to study the associated dynamics.

We have found that extreme rainfall events are favoured by the regional atmospheric configuration in the stationary and

transient scales. However, these configurations are generated by different processes. We conclude that the main effect of MJO is

to define the stationary configurations that will modulate the transient activity. This is related to the persistence in phases 4 and 5

of MJO on extreme rainfall events and their previous days. In fact, the modulation of the stationary atmospheric configuration

depends on the duration of those phases. In particular, different atmospheric dynamics were found during extreme events that
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have short or long persistence of phases 4 and 5 (in between 5-10 days, or longer than 10 days, respectively). Our findings are

consistent with the observation in Lafleur et al. (2015), that 15.1 % of the MJO active days in SON are phase 5, indicating a

statistically significant positive seasonal difference from the annual rate of occurrence.

We have also found that, the persistence of MJO in phases 4 and 5 favors, in the stationary scale, an upper level dipole with

a negative geopotential anomaly southern of 60ºS and a positive one around 50ºS. This configuration favours the coexistence

of strong polar and subtropical jets, which then act as wave guides for transients. The stationary anomaly pattern is similar to

the Rossby wave associated to phase 4 in Alvarez et al. (2016). When MJO persists during at least 11 days in phases 4 and

5, the transient waves propagating along the two jets combine into a single, intense and meridionally elongated wave. On the

contrary, when those phases persist during more than 5 days but less than 11, there is only one transient wave which follows an

arch-like trajectory from the Pacific region. The resulting configuration in day 0 is such that in upper levels a stationary trough

develops east of Uruguay favouring cyclogenesis, specially in BBC. On the contrary, when MJO does not persist on phases 4

or 5, the stationary component during rainfall extremes is characterized by a blocking episode in the southeastern Pacific that

weakens the polar jet. Then, transient waves initiated in the polar region do not reach subtropical latitudes (consistent with

Trenberth (1986)). In consequence, the transients that affect southern Uruguay are purely subtropical. The configuration leads to

a persistent transient humidity advection caused by the high geopotential anomaly east of Uruguay and a low geopotential center

that reaches Uruguay in day 0. The transient conditions in 200 hPa also favour ciclogenesis by advection of cyclonic vorticity.

Regarding the accumulated rainfall, our results show that in BBB the accumulated rainfall is much larger than in the other groups.

However, the standard deviation is also higher. On the other hand, the BBC group has the most similar accumulated amounts in

the different cases.

With regard to the significance of the frequency of phases 7 and 8 in the extreme and previous days, it seems that they may

play a relevant role in extreme rainfall events. However, the results of the statistical significance in the ordinal pattern analysis

does not show significant words with persistence in phases 7 and 8. Considering this, it is possible that the significant frequency

of phases 7 and 8 during days -6 and 0 are a consequence of the occurrence of phases 4 and 5 in the previuos days. In that case,

they represent the C letter in BBC words. A second possibility is that phases 7 and 8 are part of jump cases of Wang et al. (2019)

where jump cases are defined as those when MJO is active in phase 4, then it remains inactive for about 6 days, and after that,

MJO becomes active on phase 7. This is beyond the scope of this study, future research should address these possibilities.
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